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Principle 1: Signatories’ purpose, strategy and culture enable them to
promote effective stewardship
Principle 1: Context
Cambridge Associates is a global investment advisory firm
that serves endowments, foundations, pension schemes
and private clients worldwide. Our mission is simple: we aim
to help our clients build customised, long-term investment
portfolios that generate outperformance and allow them
to maximise their impact on the world. We do this by
researching and monitoring top third-party managers in a
rigorous and independent process and using our market
coverage and due diligence to build bespoke portfolios for
our clients. Indeed, as an independent firm we focus on
total alignment with our clients’ objectives in all the work
we do. Our services range from providing investment
research through to total portfolio management on an
advisory or discretionary basis. We never forget that the
better we do for our clients, the deeper an impact they
can have on their philanthropic endeavours, their success
in meeting pensioners’ obligations, and their personal
legacies. We are committed to helping them maximise
that impact with portfolios that are calibrated to their
specific investment objectives and risk tolerances.
We understand that part of our duty as investment advisors
is to challenge the status quo and lead by example when it
comes to good stewardship. We owe this to our clients, the

economy and the future generations that our advice will
ultimately affect. We recognise that effective stewardship
of assets is essential for long-term, sustainable investment
success. It is also essential in aligning investments with the
specific values and missions of our clients.
At the point of writing this report, it is clear that stewardship
and sustainability can no longer be viewed separately to
investment advice by the investment industry.
Environmental, societal and economic issues became so
closely intwined in 2020 that we acknowledge the need to
work urgently to address systemic issues and work towards
a fairer, greener future in tandem.
As a firm, we have pinned stewardship at the heart of our
investment philosophy because:
•

We believe that unsustainable environmental and
social justice problems create systemic risks

•

We believe that clients should not have to choose
between portfolio returns and positive real-world
impact

•

We believe that if clients own their portfolios, then
they can own their impact.
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All of the work we do is underpinned by our firm’s core values.
These values form the basis of our culture, define how we
work together as a community, and hold us accountable to
ensuring our policies and processes are consistent with our
shared goals:
Firm Values
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Principle 1: Activity
We believe that effective stewardship comes from actions
and not just words. Over the past twenty years, we have
helped many clients understand the importance of good
stewardship and assisted with (often market leading) ESG
integration. This work, naturally, has inspired us to look
inwardly at our firm and identify areas that we can
develop and improve – for our employees and for the
environment. We have done this by allocating more
resources – including new hires, new technology and
effective processes – for both the integration of ESG and
the assessment of stewardship and diversity in the
investment managers we research and monitor for our
clients, and in how we support clients in their own
stewardship responsibilities and report process. We are also
proud that our firm is taking steps consistent with the
advice we provide our clients. We highlight here some of
the key initiatives that have helped us to promote effective
stewardship both in our firm and to our clients in 2020:

Actions we have taken with an
environmental focus:
Achieving Carbon Neutrality. After the reporting period, as
a result of steps taken in 2020, in 2021 our firm officially
received carbon neutral accreditation and certification in
alignment with PAS 2060 specifications – the international

standard for carbon neutrality. This certification requires
that we both commit to an annual carbon reduction plan
and purchase offsets to the carbon we produce each
year.
Setting a carbon reduction plan. Our firm’s objective is to
reduce our global carbon footprint by 33% by 20251. In
2019, we conducted a baseline carbon assessment to
understand the key components of our footprint. Using the
learnings from this assessment, our management team has
proposed a reduction plan; key components include
reducing our internal travel volume, encouraging less
carbon-intensive travel, and maximizing our use of remote
technologies as we shift to a largely hybrid work model. We
are also identifying opportunities to improve our footprint
via real estate decisions, paper use, waste, energy, and
refrigerants. Our management team is establishing policies
and enforcement to ensure we successfully meet these
objectives.
Building Carbon offset programs. Central to our
accreditation are offsets - the process of funding climate
change solutions that help combat the climate crisis and
provide social and economic benefits to local
communities. We held a firmwide vote to determine which
carbon offset projects we should support to achieve
neutrality, selecting three compelling initiatives we will
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invest in: Kenya Trees and Protecting the Amazon, FuelEfficient Stoves for North Darfur Women, and Reducing
Deforestation in Brazil. As a firm, we do know that the key is
actual carbon reduction in our business – and we are
taking action to ensure this across all offices.

Actions we have taken with a societal / diversity focus:
Cambridge Associates is also committed to having a
measurable and sustainable impact on the future
development of our people, our industry, and the global
community. Embedded in our Corporate Social
Responsibility Statement is a focus on ensuring that people
with diverse backgrounds, ethnicities, and life experiences
join, and then thrive in, our firm and our industry. Key
diversity focused initiatives in 2020 included:
Open dialogue with our employees. We have three
Employee Resource Groups that are focused on supporting
a culture of inclusivity and further advancing the firm’s
ability to attract and retain top talent and deliver superior
performance and world class service for our clients:
CA Pride. CA Pride is dedicated to representing LGBTQ+
employees.
CA Mosaic. CA Mosaic is dedicated to representing
ethnically diverse colleagues.
CA Women. CA Women is dedicated to building a
productive and supportive network that empowers
women.

Changing how we recruit. We created a diversity-focused
recruiting workgroup, comprised of members of our Human
Capital recruiting team, representatives from our Employee
Resource Groups, and a diverse group of colleagues from
around the firm. This workgroup is committed to reexamining our recruiting process on an ongoing basis to
ensure we are inclusive as we seek talent and promote the
Cambridge Associates experience.
Deep partnerships with industry partners. We proactively
engage with several affinity groups and networks that help
advance investment outcomes, create connections in the
industry, and encourage people to consider careers in
investing. These partnerships include The Toigo Foundation;
100 Women in Finance (formerly Top 100 Women in Hedge
Funds); The Association of Asian American Investment
Managers (AAAIM); High Water Women; Texas Teachers
Annual Emerging Managers Conference; Girls Who Invest;
OutforUndergrad; Reaching Out MBA; the New American
Alliance; EMPEA; LAVCA; Investment 20/20;
#100BlackInterns in London; and more.
Senior hires with a diversity remit: After conducting
searches and interviews during the reporting period itself,
we hired two senior directors in 2021: one focused on
diversity in manager research and one as the firm’s first
ever Global Head of Diversity, with a focus on closing the
opportunity gap.
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Principle 1: Outcome
All the initiatives outlined in the previous section help us to
become better ambassadors of good stewardship. Taking
the opportunity to reflect on where we stand as a firm in
the wider investment community and to ask ourselves
“what more could we be doing?” shows our clients that we
care – and that we are willing to address – the same major
concerns. Acting as a trusted partner and ally to our clients
is core to what we do.

offering to UK clients and how the UK investment industry and
its regulators are leading in key areas like climate aligned
investing and reporting.

As we showed in our firm’s Core Values above, we focus at
all times on the value of ‘Clients First’. The highly customised
nature of our services means that for each individual client,
we can focus on their unique needs/strategic objectives.

An internal process also promoted a second dedicated UK
ESG research colleague to director level.

We communicate often, seek feedback and run client
surveys to ensure that we are meeting their needs and
expectations and to address any potential areas of
concern. We consider our client retention as a key
indicator for assessing how effective we have been at
serving the best interests of our clients. Over the last five
years we have a 95% retention rate across all offices, and
we work hard to achieve our clients’ goals and build
partnerships that will endure.
Some specific outcomes for the 2020 reporting period:

As well as continuing to integrate these issues in our core
global investment services, we commenced a process to
recruit an additional UK director in our UK sustainable and
impact investing research team, who joined after the
reporting period in 2021.

We made a UK Partner the co-chair of our Sustainable and
Impact Investing Council, the key oversight body for the
implementation of our stewardship strategy globally.
We joined the Investment Consultants Sustainability Working
Groups in the UK. This brings together leading UK investment
consulting firms with the aim of seeking to improve sustainable
investment practices across the investment industry. We are
also coordinating globally as there is close coordination with
our firm’s US-based group.
All of these steps were made to ensure the specific needs of
clients served from our UK office continue to be a central part
of our global strategy on stewardship issues.

Strategy: Our 2020 client survey and other engagements with
asset owners showed the increased demand for effective
stewardship and ESG integration in our core investment
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Culture: Effective oversight of capital for the long term
requires diversity of thought in a culture that reflects the
society where we invest. The initiatives around our own
diversity mean that:
•

50% of our executive leaders are now women including
the firm's Head of the Private Client Practice, Head of
the Endowment & Foundation Practice, Head of
Global Investment Research, Head of Global Business
Development, Head of Human Capital, and Chief of
Staff.

•

Our non-executive, independent chair of the Board of
Managers is female.

•

Over 40% of Cambridge Associates workforce are
women.

•

Cambridge Associates was named Best Place to Work
for LGBTQ+ Equality in January 2021 by the Human
Rights Campaign.

Diversity Strategy: our role in helping asset owners focus on
diversity and social justice extends beyond our own culture.
We have set clear targets for increasing our investment with
diverse managers.
We aim to double the number of diverse managers from 191
(year 2020) to 382 by 2025 and double the assets we invest
with them.
For the short term, our goal is to underwrite 40 diverse
investment managers with full due diligence in the coming
year (2021)

Cambridge Associates Employee Resource Groups
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Case study on how we meet and exceed the best interests of clients:
Improved alignment and total ESG integration for a UK university endowment
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Principle 2: Signatories’ governance, workforce, resources and
incentives enable them to promote effective stewardship.
Principle 2: Activity
Governance Structures
We are highly aware that effective stewardship comes
from stable and strong governance. We believe our unique
ownership structure, which combines employee and longterm client ownership, allows us to invest for the long term,
and over time, transition more equity to employees who
are driving the success of the business. This ownership
model creates a balanced and effective governance
structure and underscores our commitment to a culture of
independence.
Our firm is and has always been independent and privately
held. Our unique ownership structure combines employee
and long-term client ownership, allowing us to invest for the
long term. Our firm has always been owned by employees
and clients. This ownership model underscores our
commitment to a culture of independence and our
dedication to remaining uncompromised by conflicts. All
owners of the firm are minority shareholders, with no single
owner holding a controlling interest in the firm, as shown in
our structure chart2:

We believe our firm was one of the earliest to realise the
importance of responsible investing and that integrating
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ESG would become absolutely critical for effective
stewardship. We have had a Council dedicated to
Sustainable and Impact Investing since 2008 – it is a global
team composed of investment researchers and investment
team leads. This team has played a vital role in developing
responsible investment and ESG integration policies for our
clients and for implementing procedures for our staff across
the globe, informing our firm’s strategy and vision on
sustainability and impact based on evaluations of the
market environment and client needs. It is now structured
as a fully integrated resource and governance function of
the core Global Investment Research team. The Council is
led by three partners of the firm, one is based in the UK, as
we believe that seeing stewardship issues from a global
perspective allows for the greatest insight. Oversight of ESG
integration and stewardship therefore comes directly from
our firm leadership and reflects our belief that the
materiality and relevance of this function has direct
relevance to our firm and clients.
We believe the integration of sustainable and impactful
principles is consistent with fiduciary responsibility and that
it improves standards for investment diligence, selection
and monitoring. Experienced ESG and impact investors
also recognise that fiduciary responsibility may extend
beyond portfolio assets to include consideration of
beneficiaries and the broader influence on society.

Internal Training
We have implemented stewardship training in our Global
Investment Research division. This is overseen by the council we
described in the section before, which is tasked with the
dissemination of ESG knowledge across the firm. This includes:
▪

▪

▪

▪

Diversity, Equity and Inclusion (DEI) education and
training: including unintended bias training for all
people managers at the firm. These people
managers now serve as ambassadors to their
teams and share the concepts learned during the
training as well as and support and encourage their
teams to identify and mitigate their own biases.
A mandatory online firmwide training module
focused on respectful workplace behaviour and
sensitivity.
Workshops on ESG analysis, carbon foot-printing
and climate scenario analysis.
Mandatory Sustainability and Impact training for all
UK teams to be completed by the end of 2021, and
a global training programme for all investment staff
due to be built and launched in 2022.

We consistently review and, if needed, update our
policies and benefits to ensure they reflect our broad
commitment to diversity, equity, and inclusion.
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Staff and Resourcing
Our dedicated Sustainable and Impact Investing (SII)
Research Team is core to the provision of stewardship and
ESG services. The group works with our global client service
colleagues to integrate effective stewardship broadly
across our core investment offering. It also provides deep
resources to build proactive portfolios materially focussed
on sustainable outcomes, implemented via broad
coverage of leading managers, across asset classes. For
example, across our global organisation we serve more
than 4003 clients exploring or actively pursuing some form
of environmental or social impact4.
The combined team has deep portfolio management and
investment research capabilities and continues to grow as
the passion for investing in sustainable ways grows
alongside engagement from our clients and the industry
more broadly. We have built environmental, social, and
governance (ESG) factors into our firm-wide research
platform and continue to monitor and amend our
processes to ensure efficiency and effectiveness leading to
the best outcomes for our clients, in alignment with best
stewardship practices.
We believe that the best way to ensure effective
stewardship in our investment process is to make SII/ESG a
mandatory part of all our firm’s investment research. To this
end, our dedicated SII team is now one of the key pillars

within our investment research team. Globally it is headed
by Liqian Ma, a Managing Director in Boston and Partner in
the firm, who is part of the research leadership team. Liqian
reports directly on SII matters to the Global Head of
Research, Ashby Hatch. The team has dedicated manager
research resources and shares best ideas and practices
across the firm. They also serve as a knowledge centre and
cultivate our intellectual capital across a wide range of SII
topics that colleagues may encounter when working with
clients. Importantly, our SII team is integrated into our main
investment research function to ensure systematic inclusion
of stewardship in investment decisions.
Senior members of our SII Manager Research Team
contribute to improvements in stewardship within CA.
Please find below a list of Directors on this team, with their
titles and locations:
•

Liqian Ma, Managing Director, Boston, USA

•

Chris Varco, Managing Director, London, UK

•

Theresa Hajer, Managing Director, Boston, USA

•

JP Gibbons, Senior Director, Arlington Fairfax, USA

•

Jasmine Richards, Senior Director, Boston, USA

•

Di Tang, Senior Director, San Francisco, USA

•

Chavon Sutton, Senior Director, New York, USA

•

Sarah Edwards, Director, Boston, USA

•

Lydia Guett, Director, London, UK

•

Marie Ang, Director, London, UK [joined 2021]
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We note this team of SII research Directors is diverse, both
in term of gender (majority female) and ethnicity.
It is also essential that this expertise flows out to practitioners
working directly with clients. CA’s SII Council provides
global leadership on ESG and stewardship integration and
is comprised of senior leaders from both investment
research and those working directly with clients. It is cochaired not only by Liqian Ma on the research side, but by
two Partners, Tom Mitchell and Annachiara Marcandalli,
based in the USA and UK respectively, who bring senior
client-facing perspectives on sustainability and responsible
investing.
Incentives
Cambridge Associates remuneration package consists of a
base salary and comprehensive benefits package. Staff
compensation is based on many factors including: client
performance, client satisfaction and contribution to the
overall firm – effective stewardship is embedded in the
work we do, so it underpins all these factors.
Processes, Systems, Research and Analysis
Given our focus on adding long-term value to client
portfolios, we recognise that material ‘good stewardship’
factors can impact the performance of investments. We
therefore view ESG considerations as being integral to the
future of investing, for risk management, long-term value
creation, and alignment with a client’s own values.
Stewardship is fully integrated into our manager research
process and we assess managers’ credentials as a formal

and early step in the research process. Our detailed due
diligence questionnaires on ESG, Stewardship and Diversity,
which are adapted for different asset classes, were
materially enhanced in 2019, and have evolved further
since. This has included expanding analysis of how
managers consider specific climate change risk metrics, for
example.
We also capture data on details relating to ESG
integration, stewardship policy and outcomes, voting data,
and transparency. For voting specifically, we do not hold
listed equities directly, therefore our approach focusses on
the assessment of managers voting policies and track
records where we seek to gain comfort with their
approach and alignment to strategy.
For private investments, we consider how ESG initiatives are
directly supported in underlying holdings. This is delivered
during diligence and monitoring of investment managers
on a web-based platform that also collects appropriate
supporting documents covering policy and reports on
outcomes. All new, final due diligence reports incorporate
stewardship and ESG considerations.
Effective stewardship comes not only from policies and
processes, but through the responsible allocation of
capital. We therefore also assess the sustainability of
underlying holdings of managers (when available) and
client portfolios with a variety of internal and external tools.
Some of the service providers we use include eVestment,
Factset, and the full suite of MSCI ESG and carbon and
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climate tools. Sustainable impact tools allow us to assess
client portfolio exposure to key social and environmental
impact solutions. We were amongst the first users of the
new MSCI Climate Value at Risk tool for climate scenario
analysis, an area where we also use the Paris Agreement
Capital Transition Assessment (PACTA) scenario analysis
tool. Soon after the tool went live within MSCI, we
partnered with MSCI on a research project in 2020 to stress
test asset class valuation-based “return to normal” return
forecasts for climate value-at-risk and published a paper
on our findings. The findings highlighted material
differences in return expectations for listed energy
investments when climate risk metrics were combined with
traditional measures of value. While analysis of investments
in private asset classes can be more challenging,
mapping client and manager investments down to
individual holdings allows for more granular ESG analysis
such as estimating carbon emissions of private positions
and correlating positions to sustainable impact outcomes.
We will continue to research more sustainable-focussed
strategies and diverse managers and have continued to
systematise climate risk considerations across our entire
platform during the reporting period. Our bespoke grading
systems for all of our clients grades two things: first, the
manager and their activities (how well they are integrating

sustainability, stewardship, voting, etc) and second, the
analysis of underlying positions, using external tools. We
tailor this analysis to each specific client’s requirements. We
also continue to support our clients on navigating
additional, important reporting and transparency
requirements (e.g. Task Force on Climate-Related Financial
Disclosures (TCFD) reporting, new Sustainable Finance
Disclosure Regulations (SFDR), net zero frameworks).
Appropriate Fees
For our core advisory and discretionary services, we charge
asset-based fees. We believe this fee structure aligns our
incentives with our clients’ investment goals, providing both
clients and our firm with financial benefit for generating
outperformance.
Additionally, we negotiate fees and terms with managers
for our clients. We also actively engage with investment
managers to improve stewardship in their existing products
and have used our scale to facilitate the creation of new
ones with better alignment where appropriate. We have
also identified and invested our clients in new products with
innovative approaches to ESG and stewardship, and in
doing so secured preferential fees for our clients as first
movers.
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Principle 2: Outcome
Supporting client’s stewardship outcomes
We are proud that over the course of 2020, our firm’s
governance structure and independent business model
allowed us to be agile in response to the fast-changing
needs of our clients as they relate to stewardship. It is our
privilege to work with clients across the globe who are
facing up to the role they play in the investment industry
and their impact on the future of our society and
environment.
Our process provides clients with a rich set of investment
opportunities with managers aligned with their stewardship
objectives. We conduct more than 400 SII manager
meetings each year and track more than 850 SII-focused
managers, representing more than 1,600 SII strategies, via
our proprietary manager database. During 2020 we added
41 new SII strategies with full due diligence and ratings.
During 2020, 315 new client investments were made in SII
strategies.
In 2020, we completed new diligence projects on a wide
range of managers with strong ESG, impact and diversity
attributes across all asset classes. CA’s investment research
is thoroughly vetted in a governance structure emphasizing
robust peer reviews, with final assessments by investment
committees comprised of asset class experts from our
offices around the world. Our investment diligence is
complemented by a separate team that carries out
operational and business risk assessment of managers.

We also acknowledge that tackling global-scale, timepressured and politically sensitive challenges cannot be
achieved instantly or independently. We are continually
finding ways to improve and to learn and have taken time
to share our experience with a view to educating and
informing the industry and best-practices. As ever, we
focus on the impact we are enabling our clients to achieve
as a key indicator of our firm’s effectiveness and highlight
below an example of how we are helping to improve
stewardship across our client base. We have implemented
some key initiatives here for 2021. This includes new budget
and resources for a new IT solution for client portfolio level
ESG reporting, automating some manual processes in the
analysis of underlying holdings with manager portfolios.
How can our structures and processes improve going
forward?
We believe that the industry needs to improve ESG and
stewardship transparency and disclosure especially in
alternatives. This includes data on polices and outcomes,
and on underlying holdings. As we obtain better data, we
need to improve our own systems for analysis and
reporting. We also need to continue with firmwide training
to make best use of this data in our own investment
decisions.
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Principle 3: Signatories identify and manage conflicts of interest and put
the best interests of clients first.
Principle 3: Context

•

Cambridge Associates maintains a Conflicts of Interest
policy and takes active steps to identify, manage and,
where appropriate, avoid conflicts of interest.
Where a conflict is identified, we will seek to organise our
business activities in a manner that prevents the
crystallisation of the conflict. This includes the appropriate
segregation of functions and business lines such that a level
of independence may be achieved. This may involve:
•

Information barriers to prevent or control the exchange of
information between employees engaged in activities
involving a risk of conflict of interest where the exchange
of that information may harm the interests of one or more
clients;

•

•

Functional independence and separate supervision of
relevant employees whose main functions involve
carrying out activities or providing services for clients
whose interests may conflict, or otherwise represent
interests that may conflict;
A review of remuneration arrangements where these
might give rise to conflicts of interest in relation to the
activities or services provided by the relevant employees;
and

Reassignment of tasks to prevent or control the
simultaneous or sequential involvement of relevant
employees in separate services or activities where such
involvement may impair the proper management of
conflicts of interest.

However, it is accepted that, despite the implementation
of all appropriate controls to prevent the occurrence, the
complete avoidance of all conflicts may not be feasible in
a commercial environment. Where conflicts are
unavoidable, we will take appropriate measures to
mitigate and manage such conflicts in a manner that
seeks to ensure that the Firm and its personnel are not
advantaged and that no client is adversely affected.
Where we are not reasonably confident that it is able to
manage a particular conflict to adequately protect the
interests of a client, the general nature and/or sources of
conflicts of interest will be clearly disclosed to the client
before we undertake any business.
In particular, the disclosure will detail:
•

a specific description of the conflicts of interest;

•

an explanation of the associated risks to the client;

•

that the organisational and administrative arrangements
established by us to prevent or manage that conflict are
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not sufficient to ensure, with reasonable confidence, that
the risks of damage to the interests of the client will be
prevented; and
•

sufficient detail to enable that client to take an informed
decision with respect to the service in the context of
which the conflict of interest arises.

We will not offer, nor accept, any monetary or nonmonetary benefit which could result in client outcomes
being negatively affected. In the event that any monetary
benefits are given or received, these will be disclosed to
our clients on an annual basis. Where those benefits are
minor non-monetary benefits, such as hospitality of a de
minimis value, are capable of enhancing our service to
clients, or are otherwise reasonable and not capable of
impairing our ability to act honestly, fairly and professionally
in the best interests of clients, then we may disclose them in
a generic way.
Clients are provided with a description of the Conflicts of
Interest policy as well as an Information Disclosure
Document prior to the provision of investment services.

Principle 3 Activity
An Independent model is key for manager evaluation
activity
Our firm is and has always been independent and privately
held. Our firm has always been owned by employees and
clients. This ownership model underscores our commitment
to a culture of independence and our dedication to

remaining uncompromised by conflicts. Our core activity
selection and monitoring of third-party managers should
be based solely on what is best for a given client to avoid
conflicts of interest. Our independent model means we do
not accept fees from investment management firms for
recommending their products to clients. We do not charge
managers to participate in our databases or client
searches.
We do not have any brokerage operations or affiliations.
We do not allow managers to sponsor our client
conferences. We believe our manager research is
independent and solely based on the best outcomes for
our clients.
A bespoke approach to investing creates portfolios that
reflect a single client interests
Our bespoke approach to building and monitoring every
client portfolio, including discretionary mandates, aims to
minimise conflicts associated with traditional fund-of-funds
and allows us to factor in individual client interests. Our
approach, fundamentally focussed on direct investments
into third party managers, means we endeavour (where
possible and reporting is directly available) to avoid
instances when a client may be invested in a manager
that is not aligned with their requirements.
Furthermore, in instances where clients have specific ESG
and stewardship requirements – such as ethical exclusions
or voting policies – that are not satisfied by the existing fund
product of a third party manager, this bespoke approach
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allows us to set up separately managed accounts with
managers where appropriate. Our investment
management agreements can be tailored to reflect these
unique interests of a specific client and allows us to
manage portfolios to meet single client interests.

Principle 3 Outcome
We believe that assessing managers without any
economic incentives creating conflicts leads to better
outcomes for our clients. From this position of
independence, we feel free to negotiate hard in our
clients’ best interests on fees and terms whilst also being
bold in engaging with managers to drive better
stewardship behaviour. Since the beginning of 2016, we
have successfully negotiated more than 6005 concessions
with managers, and we frequently use our influence with
manages to affect change that aligns with clients as
shown in the following case study.

Outcomes Case Study 1: Independence allows
effective engagement on climate related
stewardship
Cambridge Associates engaged directly and frankly with
several very large investment managers whose voting
records on supporting sensible climate related shareholder
resolutions in recent years were poor especially given their
public statements on ESG and climate risk. We also did not

believe their voting records meet our clients’ own
expectations. In one case, following a meeting solely
focussed on this issue with senior management at the fund,
the manager communicated to us that they would
change their voting policy relating to climate related
resolutions. They reflected on this and communicated a
major change in their voting policy in early 2020. In
scenarios where they agree with the spirit and direction of
the proposal, they would default to supporting the
resolutions. In scenarios where their views are not aligned
with the intention of the proposal, they committed to using
company engagement to discuss and clarify their position.
In a subsequent study (produced by a major shareholder
advocacy group) of the 2020 AGM voting season by the
world’s largest asset managers on climate and other ESG
issues, these two managers were highlighted showing the
biggest improvement relative to 2019.

Outcomes Case Study 2: Ensuring fairness
between clients in 2020’s competitive private
markets
Cambridge Associates is a long-standing investor in private
asset classes and has cultivated strong relationships with
global investment managers for decades. Since our
founding, we have been committed to providing clients
with access to top-tier funds.
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We believe that our experience, networks, and processes
give our clients superior access to best-in-class investment
opportunities. We have a history of investing with managers
at or near inception. We supported many of today’s
constrained managers when they were raising their first
funds, and in many of those instances, managers still offer
our clients access when capacity was not broadly
available. In the current market, many of these
opportunities are access constrained, and we have
instituted procedures to ensure fair allocation for clients.
When we believe access to a constrained manager meets
the needs of a client’s portfolio, we employ a process that
does not show preference to any client, regardless of size
or service. This process aims to avoid conflicts that other
firms/OCIOs might encounter when allocating capacity
among clients or between clients and internally managed
multi-client pooled vehicles.

If a fund does not have adequate capacity to accept all
interested investors, we identify our interested clients on an
indication of interest list (IOI), and each manager then uses
its own criteria to select final investors.
Many other institutions use multi-client pooling vehicles to
implement private investments to solve the access
problem. For the most part, we do not believe this to be an
optimal solution as pooling vehicles of investments in
multiple strategies/asset classes are often invested in too
many funds, making it harder to deliver above-average
performance. They also add significant expense to client
portfolios and do not provide clients with permanent
ownership of the funds or long-standing manager
relationships. More importantly, pooling vehicles used by
many OCIO firms are open investment vehicles meaning
that new clients can dilute access to constrained
managers.
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Principle 4: Signatories identify and respond to market-wide and
systemic risks to promote a well-functioning financial system.
Principle 4: Activity
While 2020 has been a turbulent period for investors, it
highlighted effective stewardship as vital for long term
investment success. Alongside the COVID-19 pandemic
and issues of social justice, the materiality of climate
change was made clear and grew as an important area
of focus in our work for clients. The role stewards of capital
play in the transition to a more sustainable and just global
economy could not be clearer.
Our contribution here is critical and multi-faceted. We have
worked hard to help our clients be effective asset owners
whose actions and investments are aligned with important
environmental, social and governance trends and the
growing expectations of their stakeholders. We worked to
drive implementation of stewardship principles in the
investment managers we evaluate, and further integrated
assessment of their effectiveness in our core investment
research and monitoring process.

We worked with our clients on ambitious new climate
investment policies and implementation, such as net zero
carbon investing targets, an area where we recently
published a new guide for asset owners. We also directly
facilitated the creation of important new, third party
investment products with robust stewardship credentials
which were seeded by our clients.
We have set ambitious global targets for diligencing more
investment managers with strong stewardship credentials
including specific targets on diversity. To achieve this, we
have added more resources to help us uncover aligned
managers across asset classes.

We improved reporting and transparency to assess
stewardship and ESG factors by onboarding important new
scenario analysis tools for assessing climate risk and
opportunity in portfolios.
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We are active members of the following industry initiatives:
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Principle 4: Outcome
Collaborating to address market-wide risks and change
the financial system
During 2020, we joined the Investment Consultants
Sustainability Working Group, an industry taskforce with a
view to promoting the continued improvement of the
functioning of financial markets, driving positive change in
the investment managers we work with and holding peers
to account on stewardship issues. Using our influence within
the financial system to address systemic risks like climate
change is critical to this collaboration. In 2021 we joined
others in this group representing an aggregate of $10 trillion
of total assets under advice to sign a net-zero pledge6. The
Net Zero Investment Consultants Initiative (NZICI) outlines
nine action points and contains a goal of global net zero
greenhouse gas emissions by 2050, or sooner, for the
signatories’ investment advisory services and operations.
Framework for divestment and engagement for clients to
achieve net zero goals
In 2020, we created a Net Zero framework enabling clients
to better understand the available levers that can be
utilised to be most impactful for their specific needs. The
framework was created to be conceptually simple enough
for decision makers to make and evaluate decisions

without getting bogged down with the issues relating to
difficulties of measurement. A diagram of the framework is
shown below:

In addition to the reviews and analysis we carry out on our
client’s portfolios, we also actively engage with investment
managers to seek more effective stewardship on climate
risk, as detailed in the case studies for Principle 3 and 5,
with the objective of increasing exposure in our client
portfolios to low emission intensity assets.
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Shining a light on systemic risks
Our position within the investment value chain gives us a
wide audience and we produce research papers on
material systemic issues that aim to contribute to moving
the financial system forward to address the risks and
opportunities they present. We publish these in the public
domain and use this research to contribute to the debate
at financial conferences and in the press. We highlight two
examples from the 2020 reporting period.

The world is changing at an unprecedented pace: five
themes with long-term implications:

The Materiality of Sustainability for Investors
This paper highlighted five prominent trends that are likely
to have material implications for investment portfolios over
the long term. These trends are climate change, multi–
stakeholder driven society, resource degradation,
demographic challenges, and technological revolution.
We highlighted how sustainability trends have already
impacted investment performance and discussed why
prices may still not reflect long-term sustainability concerns.
We discuss the need for financial markets to broaden their
measures of risk. Ultimately, investors that evolve more
quickly to incorporate these risks and opportunities into
their investment decision-making frameworks are likely to
be better prepared for the future than their peers.
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Racial Equity Investing: The Time Is Now
As we all grappled with the COVID-19 pandemic alongside widespread protests after the deaths of George Floyd and
others, this paper considers how investors can activate their investment portfolios to advance racial and social equity more
broadly and address material structural problems. The paper outlines three actions investors can take to address the
unsustainable inequities inherent in our society and proposes a framework for considering these issues in the selection and
monitoring of investment managers.
This research is accompanied by our own commitment to achieve a goal of doubling assets invested in diverse managers by
2025.
Cambridge Associates invests heavily to promote a well-functioning financial system
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Principle 5: Signatories support clients’ integration of stewardship and
investment, taking into account, material environmental, social and
governance issues, and communicating what activities they have undertaken.
Principle 5: Context
Across our global organisation we serve over 930 clients.
We do not serve retail clients. Our client base consists of
both institutional (endowment and foundation, pension
etc.) and private wealth professional clients. These clients
are based all around the world and represent over 30
individual countries.
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Of the 930+ total clients we serve, over 400 have integrated key stewardship considerations in their portfolio. As a firm, we
take great pride in our ability to customise our advice and create portfolios that not only align with a client’s mission but
contributes towards it. Our stewardship integration work includes sourcing and selecting proactive investment focused on
environmental sustainability, poverty alleviation, job creation, community economic development, public health, social
justice, education, and other important causes. We also provide strategic tools such as positive and negative screening, ESG
integration, proactive impact investing, shareholder engagement, and alignment with mission priorities.

SII has evolved since we began helping our clients invest with their values nearly 40 years ago
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Principle 5: Activity
Supporting clients’ integration of stewardship and ESG issues

The landscape of stewardship is dynamic and evolving,
and it demands continuous learning and exploration. We
believe the combination of our seasoned team, global
research capabilities, demonstrated leadership in impact
investing, and industry influence make our firm a strong
partner in helping our clients meet or exceed their financial
and mission goals.
We have more than a decade of experience of integrating
stewardship into policy guidelines. At the beginning of
each engagement, we conduct a comprehensive
planning process to help a client establish investment
strategies and policies with an explicit connection to its
mission. This knowledge-sharing process is important for
shaping investment strategy, defining decision criteria,
developing implementation plans, and performing
ongoing stewardship oversight.
As our team begins its investment planning work with each
client, we interview key stakeholders to learn about their
specific stewardship or impact priorities. As we learn, we
share and begin to apply a contextual framework to
define three pillars of strategy—purpose, priorities, and
principles—that guide policy development:
An early focus on purpose is important; client stakeholders
need to agree on the objectives for pursuing impact
investments. We can provide education on impact

investing and leverage discussion/decision frameworks to
make it easier for clients to approve a statement of
purpose that incorporates the financial and return
objectives, as well as specific mission goals.
The next step is to articulate the client’s impact priorities, to
link its objectives to investment themes, and find
opportunities to address these themes. As the impact
investing landscape has grown, so have global
opportunities. Any mission-aligned opportunities should be
considered in tandem with your grant making and ideally
will complement—perhaps even enhance—any efforts to
address your mission goals, and also leverage the expertise
of staff and board members.
Finally, the client team will help to write a statement of
principles that will inform all investment decisions. Defining
impact principles ensures that the purpose and priorities
are well integrated with a client’s existing investment
criteria. For example, a principle could be “Investments are
an opportunity for engagement through advocacy,”
meaning impact investments require advocacy through
investment managers and with companies through
shareholder discussions and/or proxy voting. In most
instances, the principles expand and/or clarify the list of
key decision criteria for our team as we source and assess
investment opportunities. The principles help guide the
implementation program.
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We also discuss questions investors should consider when
assessing how SII considerations will affect the portfolio’s
overall risk/return profile, including:
•

Are there theoretical reasons to believe a given
impact investment won’t be able to offer marketrate, risk-adjusted returns? If so, are those
investments worthy of a PRI allocation instead?

•

Will impact investments lead to overexposure or
underexposure to certain asset classes or sectors
relative to how the portfolio would be structured
without impact considerations? If so, how will this
affect the portfolio’s risk/return characteristics?

•

If mission-aligned investments can’t be found in a
given asset class, will that asset class be exempt from
the program’s impact-related guidelines?

Other topics we typically address in initial meetings include
benchmarks, managers' impact reporting expectations,
impact reporting goals, and to what extent (if any) SII fieldbuilding and peer learning will be explicit objectives.
Many of our clients support environment, education, racial
equity, and social justice interests. We help these groups
develop investment policies that articulate their goals and
investment strategy to achieve impact-based and
financial objectives. For example, some clients desire to
employ women and diverse-led managers as part of their
mission. We help them to craft policy and construct strong,
creative portfolios that support these goals. For clients
concerned with environmental causes, we help them

develop appropriate guidelines and measure the impact
of our decisions relative to financial and ESG benchmarks.
All this work is bespoke, entirely tailored to each client’s
individual needs, and is responsive to feedback. One
obvious benefit to clients from this approach is in private
investments. When each commitment is made on a clientby-client basis, we are able to engage directly with
investment managers on the specific stewardship needs of
that client. This may result in obtaining client-specific side
letters covering issues like excuse rights on investments
misaligned with a given client’s responsible investment
policy or guarantees on the provision of data on social and
environmental outcomes.
We believe our client base to be uniquely knowledgeable
on stewardship issues, and their views and feedback have
been key to evolving our stewardship services. For
example, as we have upgraded our ESG and diversity due
diligence questionnaires, we incorporated advice from UK
clients whose own staff have expertise on social and
environmental issues. Every two years we conduct a major
survey to understand client’s priorities on ESG and
stewardship issues. Findings from the 2020 survey are
discussed below.
Complementary to supporting these client objectives is our
own belief in the materiality of ESG issues such as climate
change for all investors. In addition to deep resources and
a dedicated team focussed on selecting and monitoring a
large number of specialist ESG and impact investing
managers aligned with a given clients specific stewardship
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objectives, we have invested material resources in
systematically integrating ESG across our research
platform. This covers all asset classes, and the entire
process from selection to reporting ESG outcomes and
positioning.

Principle 5: Outcome
We seek to operate as if ‘down the corridor’ from our
clients which allows for, and encourages, a steady flow of
communication at all times. Senior members at the firm
conduct client check-ins to solicit candid feedback on
teams serving clients across the firm and to gather their
views on our service, support and any areas with the goal
of optimal effectiveness. The work comprehensive
enterprise review before policy setting conducted at the
onset of a client relationship allows us to set clear
boundaries and expectations with clients from day one.
We have positioned ourselves in a manner than minimises
conflicts of interest so that we are aligned to fulfil the
missions of our clients.
In some cases, our clients have incredibly ambitious
stewardship-focused goals, as evidenced in the case study
below. Taking account of our clients’ views is of huge
importance as the goals they are setting out to achieve
can be breaking entirely new ground.

Learnings from the 2020 client survey on ESG and
stewardship issues
202 clients responded to this engagement project. This
continues an exercise we started in 2016 and repeated in
2020. The results gave us numerous insights into the needs
and focus of asset owners. It was particularly notable that
the implementation of sustainable and impact investing
activities increased by 2.5 times in the UK and Europe.
Generally, the focus of asset owners on these issues grew
much faster over 2018 t0 2020 than over 2016 to 2018. This
growth was seen across all activities by asset owners,
including shareholder engagement, ESG investing and
impact investing. It was also clear that overall, climate
change has become the top priority issue for clients in
2020. On active ownership and proxy voting, reliance on
investment managers remains critical for smaller asset
owners who increased focus on the effectiveness of their
delegation.
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Principle 5 Outcome:
Case Study: How to build a roadmap to Net Zero
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Outcomes: Specific examples of Cambridge Associates
engagement in 2020 to support clients’ stewardship:
•

•

•

We engaged with a manager on a large holding in
an emerging market mining company with specific
environmental issues, held by a thematic global
equity fund focussed on climate change mitigation
and adaptation. Our clients had been key anchor
investors of this strategy at launch and in a direct
meeting with the lead portfolio manager we made
clear it should apply high ESG standards. This
engagement led to the manager in turn
demanding, and receiving, better disclosures on key
environmental metrics from the company itself to
confirm high standards were being maintained.
We facilitated the creation of a new passive UCITS
pooled fund tracking a new climate and ESG
aligned index for emerging markets equities. We had
material input in the methodology of this new index,
so that it would meet the needs of our UK clients who
seeded it. We also used our influence to engage on
the manager’s voting and engagement record on
climate.
We worked with a manager to facilitate the creation
of a new global fixed income fund with specific
climate and decarbonisation objectives aligned with
the Paris agreement. This was subsequently seeded
by a UK client of Cambridge Associates.

•

We engaged with numerous managers seeking
more concrete decarbonization targets for their
strategies and clear engagement with underlying
portfolios companies on the same issue. Many are
now making stronger progress here. For example,
one of these managers, where we have a longstanding relationship and over $2 billion of client
assets, subsequently created what we believe to be
a market leading 2030 net-zero target for their
portfolio, with consistent short term objectives and a
clear framework for engaging with their portfolio
companies.

•

We engaged with an emerging markets active
equity manager with an extremely robust approach
to stewardship and sustainability about the creation
of a new fund in order to give our USA clients access
to the strategy. Our scale in the USA allowed the
fund to launch successfully with sufficient assets in
2020.

•

We engaged with a US equity hedge fund during to
successfully drive creation of a formal ESG policy.
We also successfully subsequently engaged with the
same manager after the reporting period to drive
ongoing disclose the portfolio’s carbon footprint.

•

We worked with a small US boutique owned by a
Black woman to facilitate the creation an entire
indexing platform to compete with the large index
providers. Our clients’ seed money subsequently
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facilitated the fund launch and the firm is now an
established indexing asset manager as of this report.
•

We engaged with several private investment GPs
(across venture, growth equity, and buyout
categories) regarding best practices on
development of ESG and/or DEI policies. In several
cases we provided feedback on their draft policies
and asked for further improvements, which they
implemented.

•

As an LPAC observer/member, we engaged with a
USA-based sustainable real asset manager
regarding the organization’s diversity and broader
DEI initiatives and asked for regular progress updates
going forward.

•

During diligence on USA-based climate tech
VC/growth manager in early 2020, we engaged the
GP on team diversity. Subsequent to our diligence
process, the GP promoted three mid-level
professionals to partner, two of whom are women of
colour.

Outcomes Case Study:
Supporting one of the UK’s pioneering responsible investment
asset owners on an ambitious ESG and stewardship journey

An endowment client already focused on responsible
investment created an ambitious new framework in 2015.
This had multiple objectives, and Cambridge Associates

supported their journey via close collaboration with their
investment team and stakeholders in a bespoke and
effective partnership. Central to this was (what was then) a
very early decision to both divest from fossil fuels and to
reinvest in positive solutions to a low carbon economy. The
client also set targets to be proactive in following the
Principles for Responsible Investment, to actively engage
and collaborate with the investment management industry
to drive better stewardship and ESG integration and to
move the majority of their assets into managers who were
proactive leaders in this space. The journey to a market
leading sustainable portfolio was also additive to
performance in both public and private asset classes as of
2020.
Reflecting on this partnership in 2020, we note
1.
The ambition of the client meant not just
accepting existing products. Cambridge Associates
worked to facilitate the creation of nine new ESG
and climate-aligned products that this client then
anchored. These new products went on to rapidly
attract well over £1 billion of assets from others,
amplifying the impact of this asset owner.
Cambridge Associates’ independence also allowed
us to negotiate preferential fees and terms to reward
this client for being a first mover. We were also able
to influence product design on key issues like ESG
policy, voting and prohibited investments. One
example of a product seeded by this client was a
low-cost climate aligned global equity index
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product, with multiple ESG refinements and tilts not
just away from high carbon assets but towards green
revenues and businesses, showing ambition and
momentum on decarbonisation. Other seeded
strategies included a listed clean energy fund, a
thematic climate adaptation/mitigation equity fund,
an emerging market ESG fund and ESG versions of
hedge funds. With existing managers, engagement
drove multiple improvements on issues ranging from
voting policy to hedge fund transparency. In other
cases, the client actively joined in collaborative
engagements on social and environmental issues
with their own managers, Examples included work
on plastics pollution and access to financial services
in emerging markets. Clear and transparent
feedback was also given to managers exited when
their ESG ambition did not matched the client’s. The
client was also one of the UK’s most prominent
advocates on ESG issues in its own right.

dementia therapies and a gender-lens female-led
venture capital fund backing female led
entrepreneurs.
3.
The client was a very early adopter of
expanded climate risk considerations – for example
climate scenario analysis and participation in the
PRI’s first ever TCFD reporting voluntary pilot module.
“Whatever it takes” – Five pillars of a successful stewardship
partnership

2.
This proactive approach meant the client was
able to continually upgrade their targets. For
example, targets for impact investing expanded in
size (% AUM) and in scope beyond climate to
include social issues, diversity, and gender. The client
was able to be particularly innovative in backing
ambition in private markets, providing primary
capital to address global challenges. This ranged
from the provision of greenfield renewable power in
emerging markets, to a venture fund dedicated to
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Principle 6: Signatories review their policies and assure their processes.
Principle 6: Activity
Our SII team is fully integrated in our core investment
research team. The global head is a Partner in the firm and
our leadership is directly accountable for our stewardship
policies and activities. Furthermore, our SII Council, which
provides global leadership on ESG and stewardship
integration, is co-chaired by him and two senior clientfacing Partners in the UK and US.
We believe our reporting on stewardship to clients is
independent and objective when we are assessing the
approach and outcomes of third-party managers. We also
customise reporting to meet the specific needs of clients to
make it relevant and understandable.
Peer scrutiny of ESG considerations is part of our manager
research. All diligence of specialist ESG and impact
managers by our dedicated SII research team is peer
reviewed by asset class experts and assessed by the same
asset-class investment committees that oversee all other
managers; They are held to the same high investment
standards and hurdles as all other opportunities.
Internally, our stewardship approach has also been
presented to and approved by the firm’s leadership.
External accountability is also important. Since 2012, our
firm has been a signatory to the PRI and has completed
assessments and Transparency Reports since the creation

of the Service Provider reporting framework. Our recent
pledge to align our services and operations with the goal
of global net zero greenhouse gas emissions by 2050 or
sooner includes a commitment to report publicly on our
progress.

Principle 6: Outcome
As we have hopefully shown throughout this entire report,
Cambridge Associates Limited, and indeed the firm
globally, is utilising all the tools in its toolkit – from the way
we recruit through to our investment research - to ensure
effective stewardship. Reflecting on the year covered in
this reporting period has given us the opportunity to
consider how reviews made in 2020 are shaping and
improving our activities at the time of writing (late 2021).
Reviews of our policies and activities during 2020 led to:
Improved data collection and reporting systems for
ESG in client portfolios
New budgets and projects initiated to support the
above
A major IT project which aims to improve ESG and
climate risk analysis in client portfolios
Two additional SII Research staff hired in the London
office, with other recruitment/hiring also evident in
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our Boston office to strengthen sustainability and
diversity focus
Clear targets to invest more assets with diverse
managers

welcome any feedback and thank you for setting the
stewardship standards you have for the industry which hold
us all accountable to a more equitable, green and
successful future.

A public commitment to align our services with
global decarbonisation targets
We also acknowledge that every element of effective
stewardship has a moving part and that to do the best in
our capacity as service providers requires commitment
and momentum to bring about meaningful change. The
year covered in this report and the years we face ahead
of us may well see some of the biggest challenges yet, not
only for us as investment advisers but for society at large.

Christopher Hunter
CEO, Cambridge Associates Ltd

Every action taken to promote stewardship across
Cambridge Associates Limited as included in this report,
and indeed the report itself, has been reviewed and
signed off by our Board. It is our privilege to help private
clients, pension schemes, endowments and foundations
achieve real impact via their investments and we feel
confident that with our continued focus on incorporating
sustainability, diversity and environmental considerations
into our work, we are showing the industry what it means to
be effective stewards of capital.
This is our first report on the UK Stewardship Code and we
hope that it has showed our determination to help our
clients, the community and the environment. We would
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In honour and memory of Chris Varco, who cared deeply about everything in this report
and passed away just a few days before it was to be submitted. A great steward, a tour
de force for sustainability and impact investing and an inspiration to all who had the
pleasure of knowing or working with him. It will be up to all of us to continue his work and
follow his shining example.

Chris Varco
12 July 1977 – 25 October 2021
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CONTACT US
For more information or to feedback on this report, please contact:

Christopher Hunter
CEO Cambridge Associates Limited
chunter@cambridgeassociates.com
Annachiara Marcandalli
Head of Sustainable and Impact Investing (Europe)
amarcandalli@cambridgeassociates.com

www.cambridgeassociates.com
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